The spatial resolution improvement of EIT images by GVSPM-FOCUSS algorithm.
The focal underdetermined system solver (FOCUSS) algorithm is a recursive algorithm to find the localized energy solution. It is an initialization-dependent algorithm. The generalized vector sample pattern matching (GVSPM) method has been applied to solve the inverse problem of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) and obtain smooth reconstructed images. By combining the GVSPM solution as the initial estimation of the FOCUSS algorithm, an idea termed the GVSPM-FOCUSS method is presented in this paper to improve the spatial resolution and precision of localization for EIT images. The comparisons are carried out between the EIT images reconstructed with the GVSPM-FOCUSS method and the GVSPM method alone. The effectiveness is verified by simulated and tank data for a model of a two-dimensional homogeneous circular disk.